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Claim 11: Septic 
By Stephanie Jaynes, Marketing Director at InspectorPro Insurance

Note: The Managing Risk column reviews the most common allegations in the 

industry and provides tips to make inspectors better equipped to prevent claims. 
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T
hree months after completing an inspection, a home inspector 
received a letter from his client’s attorney demanding that he 
pay to repair “the failed septic system” and a number of other 

defects his clients had found in their new home. �e letter ordered the 
inspector to inform his insurance company, so he did. But, since the 
attorney letter didn’t specify an exact amount that the clients expected 
the inspector to pay, the inspector called his insurance broker “just to 
let him know.”

Recognizing that a written demand for money—explicit amount or no—
quali�ed as a claim on the inspector’s insurance policy, the inspector’s 
broker reported the issue to our claims team to investigate and resolve. 
While discussing the issue with our claims team, the inspector expressed 
his anxiety about the letter. Because this was the inspector’s �rst claim 
and he wasn’t sure how to respond, he had called a local attorney before 
he had called us to help him draft a response letter—a move that could 
have cost him his insurance coverage for the claim

WHY ARE SEPTIC CLAIMS SO COMMON?
�e U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports that more 
than one in �ve American households rely on septic systems to treat their 
wastewater (https://bit.ly/2hg6AUU). According to the ASHI Standard 
of Practice (SoP [https://www.homeinspector.org/Standards-of-Prac-
tice]), home inspectors are not required to inspect septic and other sewage 
disposal systems (SoP, 6.2, A.7). However, because the septic system 
is one of the critical property components—and few clients actually 
review the SoP—clients assume that home inspectors include septic 
system reviews in their standard inspections.

In addition, replacing an entire septic system can cost tens of thousands 
of dollars. �at hefty price tag leads many inspection clients to blame 
inspectors for failures with the hope that they’ll foot the bill.

MOST OFTEN, THE CLAIMS WE RECEIVE INVOLVING SEPTIC SYSTEMS 

STEM FROM AN INABILITY TO DEAL WITH THE OWNERS’ CAPACITY. A 

FEW EXAMPLES:

 •  �e previous owner was a single woman; however, the new buyers 
are a family of four. As such, they’ve quadrupled the number of 
gallons the system handles daily.

 •  �e new buyers are a group of four co-workers. �ey carpool to 
work, so they all get ready for the day at the same time. Excessive 
wastewater drains into the system too quickly and the drainage 
�eld can’t accommodate the volume.

 •  A large family permanently moves into a home that was formerly 
a time-share property. Because the septic system had only been 
used seasonally, it is not equipped for a use pattern that involves 
daily waste.

WHAT CAN INSPECTORS DO?
As with all claims prevention, it’s important to have a thorough pre-in-
spection agreement (http://ipro.blog/pre-IA) and to provide an inspection 
report—with lots of pictures of defect and non-defect areas. However, to 
avoid septic claims speci�cally, there are certain elements you should draw 
particular attention to during your inspection and in your inspection report.
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UNDERSCORE THE SYSTEM’S LIMITS. Not all septic systems are created 
equal. What works for a young couple likely won’t for a large family. If 
possible, get to know both the buyers and the sellers. And, if the buyers, due 
to numbers or habits, will need to use the system signi�cantly more than 
the sellers, emphasize whether there’s potential for overtaxing the system.

WHAT WORKS TODAY MAY NOT TOMORROW. You know that just because 
the toilet �ushes and the shower drains on inspection day doesn’t mean 
that the septic system will function tomorrow. But your clients likely 
don’t understand that. So, you have to tell them.

Explain in person and in writing that home inspections are snapshots 
in time. �e defects you �nd during your inspection are the ones that 
were present at the time of the inspection. Explain that, while you will 
do your best to identify potential future problems and suggest preven-
tive measures, the client will experience future issues in the house that 
cannot be predicted by your inspection.

You also can recommend that your clients request the system’s main-
tenance information from the current or previous owners. In so doing, 
your clients can establish how often the previous owners pumped the 
system clean and whether they had to correct septic issues in the past, 
which can help your clients predict future issues.

SEE IF THE GRASS IS GREENER. In a New York Times article titled “Your 
Home: Buyers Need to Check Septic Tank,” David Keeton, founder 
of septic system products manufacturer Arcan Enterprises, explained 
how the surrounding area may give clues as to whether the system is 
having issues (https://nyti.ms/2VUMqDO).

Keeton wrote, “Remember the saying: ‘�e grass is always greener over 
the septic tank?’ Well, if the grass is greener over your septic �eld, that 
probably means that there is water pooling underneath. And if that water 
breaks the surface, the local health inspector can shut you down imme-
diately.” Other signs of septic issues above ground include puddles in the 
yard and plumbing backups.

CONSIDER OFFERING ADDITIONAL SEPTIC SERVICES. As previously noted, 
home inspectors are not required to inspect septic and other sewage 
disposal systems (SoP, 6.2, A.7). �erefore, it is important that you do 
not go beyond the SoP by performing septic inspections.

�e exception to this rule? You could add septic inspections as one of the 
additional services o�ered by your company. By o�ering system tests, 
such as a dye test, you can gather more information for clients and earn 
more money for your business.

If you do decide to o�er septic services, make sure to be consistent in 
how and when you o�er those services. For example, if you’d like to o�er 
septic inspections as an add-on to your standard inspections, be explicit 
in both your inspection agreement and report that septic inspections are 
not included unless purchased. �is can help protect you from a claimant 
who attempts to allege that, just because you performed a septic inspection 
for one client, you should have performed a septic inspection for them.

And, of course, don’t forget to purchase an insurance endorsement to receive 
septic claims coverage. (Depending on your insurance carrier, they may 
call the endorsement a “Septic” or a “Waste Disposal and Water Puri�-
cation” endorsement.) Failure to carry proper endorsements for specialty 
inspections may result in a denial of coverage for allegations regarding 
such inspections.

RECOMMEND FURTHER EVALUATION AND MAINTENANCE. Ultimately, as a 
home inspector, you cannot perform thorough system tests, such as open 
pit tests, to uncover septic issues. Doing so would exceed your SoP and 
your insurance policy. So, when in doubt regarding the septic system’s 
condition or to simply cover yourself, recommend further evaluation by 
a septic contractor or a septic system cleaning company.

Suggesting septic system maintenance and care tips also can aid clients 
and protect inspectors. For example, noting what is and isn’t okay to 
�ush down toilets, and recommending immediate repair of future leaky 
faucets are good ways to protect clients from accidentally damaging 
their systems.

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM CLAIMS. After establishing that the home has 
septic issues, it’s important to clearly communicate your �ndings to the 
client. Inspectors recommend emphasizing the limitations of an inspec-
tion and explaining your �ndings in terms the client can understand.

Even if you do everything right, you can still get a septic claim. Just take 
it from our home inspector in the example at the beginning of this article.

Since the home inspector carried errors and omissions (E&O) insurance, 
there was no need to call his own attorney. He was already paying for an 
insurance policy built to provide legal assistance and �nancial support. 
In fact, like most home inspection insurance policies, attempting to 
resolve the issue without the carrier’s help could have resulted in that 
carrier denying his insurance claim.

So, the home inspector stopped working with his local attorney and 
started working with the claims adjuster from our team. Together, they 
compiled their own response letter denying the home inspector’s liability 
or fault. In it, they explained that inspections are visual, non-invasive, 
and not technically exhaustive. Furthermore, national standards and the 
inspector’s pre-inspection agreement explicitly exclude septic systems. 
�e claimant had no case.

�e claimants never did respond to the Denial of Liability Letter. �us, 
the claim was closed at no cost to the insured. Because we have a simple 
deductible rather than a self-insured retention (SIR), the insured didn’t 
even have to pay his deductible. (You can learn more about the di�erence 
between simple deductibles and SIRs at http://ipro.blog/deductible.) 

It’s essential to carry E&O insurance for defense and payout help. And 
it’s important to use it by reporting complaints and claims as soon as 
you’re aware of them. If you’re not already insured with us, contact 
your InspectorPro broker or submit an application (http://ipro.insure/
app-ASHI) to receive a quote at no obligation.

And don’t forget: If you’d like coverage for an extra service, including 
septic inspections, be sure to request and purchase that coverage. Even if 
you don’t inspect for a specialty service, most insurance carriers will not 
o�er insurance coverage unless you’re carrying the proper endorsement.


